Founding statement of the Professors’ Forum

We founded a Professors’ Forum at Goldsmiths on March 5th, 2020. The initial
founding group now numbers more than 80 professors. (Cf. Annex 1)
We established the Forum specifically in response to the complete lack of
consultation with staff over the introduction of the Evolving Goldsmiths restructure
plan. We are opposed to a mode of governance that does not recognise and include the
diverse experiences of all staff in responding to current challenges.
We acknowledge concern that a Professors’ Forum might seem divisive to some
people. However, we are determined to establish a platform which would mobilise our
experience of academic life both inside and beyond Goldsmiths and reflect our
lengthy investment in the institution and our extensive knowledge of its working
practices.
We call on both SMT and Council to meet with us in order to have a sustained
discussion of the following points.
Finances
We demand the ‘radical transparency’ you have promised about the state of
Goldsmiths’ finances. This should include comprehensive data concerning:
● student targets
● income
● expenditure
● capital investment
We believe that the proposed restructure does not address our financial challenges and
that the new Executive Dean positions, the Enterprise Hub and IT expenditure are
costly and will only add to the deficit. We also believe that, given the opportunity to
engage in meaningful analysis, consultation and collaboration, we can use existing
structures to improve Goldsmiths’ financial position without the need for
redundancies and cuts to our curriculum.
Governance
We do not recognise the legitimacy of our current governance structures as they
appear to marginalise meaningful consultation and rely instead on unsubstantiated
statements about irreversible decisions. There is strong disagreement about the
diminishing roles for Departmental Business Managers and Heads of Department as
well as the need to recruit additional layers of senior management. Both increasing
centralisation and increasing SMT costs are unacceptable and we demand that the new
appointments of senior pro-wardens be halted immediately.
Research
Research is not an afterthought or a mere budget item. It is at the heart of Goldsmiths’
culture and the reason for its global reputation. The exhortation to strengthen research
is an empty one given the fact that our research infrastructure (Research Office and

Research Finance) has been unable to perform effectively for the past decade due to
management failure. We need to see a commitment to research – and not a conflation
of it with enterprise – at the heart of any attempt to restructure the institution.
Alternative plan for short term goals
We recognise the need to collaborate over curriculum development and how best how
to reshape the academic offering in order to retain, and where appropriate, to recruit
additional students. However, we refuse to join the proposed EG workstreams that are
designed to consider new curricular offerings without a full consultation on the
strategic position of the University. We acknowledge the need for change – for a
refreshed offer, for new branding strategies and for sustained efforts at student
retention – but this will not be achieved by hasty and uninformed gestures. Successful
change will have to be delivered as the result of coordinated and inclusive
cross-departmental work.
Reputation
We are deeply disturbed by the simplistic economic model at the heart of the EG
proposals and believe that it will cause reputational damage. We are also concerned
by the failure to recognise what Goldsmiths’ true cultural capital is and how to play to
its strengths. For us this is not a case of resting on our laurels but of strengthening the
core values of our institutional culture.
We demand the suspension of Evolving Goldsmiths and urgent meetings with both
SMT and Council so that we can work together, and not in opposition, to secure the
best future for Goldsmiths.
Signed,
The Professors’ Forum group
London, 10 Mar. 20

Encl.:
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Annex 1: Professors’ Forum roster
Victoria Alexander
<V.Alexander@gold.ac.uk>
Joan Anim-Addo <J.Anim-Addo@gold.ac.uk>
Michael Archer <m.archer@gold.ac.uk>
Dennis Atkinson <D.Atkinson@gold.ac.uk>
Les Back <L.Back@gold.ac.uk>
Chris Baker <C.Baker@gold.ac.uk>
Vikki Bell <V.Bell@gold.ac.uk>
Claudia Bernard <C.Bernard@gold.ac.uk>
Joydeep Bhattacharya
<j.bhattacharya@gold.ac.uk>
John Bishop <markybish@icloud.com>
Lisa Blackman <L.Blackman@gold.ac.uk>
Lucia Boldrini <L.Boldrini@gold.ac.uk>
Marie Claude Canova-Green
<M.Canova-Green@gold.ac.uk>
Pat Caplan <p.caplan@gold.ac.uk>
Rebecca Cassidy <R.Cassidy@gold.ac.uk>
Josh Cohen <J.Cohen@gold.ac.uk>
Tim Crawford <T.Crawford@gold.ac.uk>
James Curran <J.Curran@gold.ac.uk>
Aeron Davis <aeron.davis@gold.ac.uk>
Abby Day <Abby.Day@gold.ac.uk>
Sophie Day <S.Day@gold.ac.uk>
Jan De Fockert <J.de-Fockert@gold.ac.uk>
Jane Desmarais <J.Desmarais@gold.ac.uk>
Dejan Djokic <d.djokic@gold.ac.uk>
Maura Dooley <M.Dooley@gold.ac.uk>
Tony Dowmunt <T.Dowmunt@gold.ac.uk>
John Drever <J.Drever@gold.ac.uk>
Windy Dryden <W.Dryden@gold.ac.uk>
Natalie Fenton <N.Fenton@gold.ac.uk>
Clare Finburgh <C.Finburgh@gold.ac.uk>
Marianne Franklin <m.i.franklin@gold.ac.uk>
Christopher French <c.french@gold.ac.uk>
Matthew Fuller <m.fuller@gold.ac.uk>
Des Freedman <D.Freedman@gold.ac.uk>
Anna Furse <A.Furse@gold.ac.uk>
Fiona Gabbert <f.gabbert@gold.ac.uk>
Bill Gaver <W.Gaver@gold.ac.uk>
Rosalyn George <R.George@gold.ac.uk>
Victoria Goddard <V.Goddard@gold.ac.uk>
Robert Gordon <R.Gordon@gold.ac.uk>
Richard Grayson <R.Grayson@gold.ac.uk>
Monica Greco <M.Greco@gold.ac.uk>

Alice Gregory <A.Gregory@gold.ac.uk>
Julian Henriques <J.Henriques@gold.ac.uk>
Mark Johnson <m.johnson@gold.ac.uk>
Stephen Johnstone <S.Johnstone@gold.ac.uk>
Caroline Knowles <C.Knowles@gold.ac.uk>
Yulia Kovas <y.kovas@gold.ac.uk>
Andreas Kramer <A.Kramer@gold.ac.uk>
Frank Krause <F.Krause@gold.ac.uk>
Kristen Kreider <k.kreider@gold.ac.uk>
Carl Levy <C.Levy@gold.ac.uk>
Frederic Leymarie <F.Leymarie@gold.ac.uk>
Angela Mcrobbie <A.McRobbie@gold.ac.uk>
Blake Morrison <b.morrison@gold.ac.uk>
David Morley <d.morley@gold.ac.uk>
Daniel Müllensiefen
<d.mullensiefen@gold.ac.uk>
Kate Nash <K.Nash@gold.ac.uk>
Keith Negus <K.Negus@gold.ac.uk>
Michael Newman <m.newman@gold.ac.uk>
Dan Neyland <d.neyland@gold.ac.uk>
Richard Noble <r.noble@gold.ac.uk>
Osita Okagbue <O.Okagbue@gold.ac.uk>
Rajyashree Pandey <R.Pandey@gold.ac.uk>
Tom Perchard <T.Perchard@gold.ac.uk>
Angela Phillips <A.Phillips@gold.ac.uk>
Alan Pickering <A.Pickering@gold.ac.uk>
Jan Plamper <j.plamper@gold.ac.uk>
Len Platt <L.Platt@gold.ac.uk>
Keith Potter <K.Potter@gold.ac.uk>
Roger Redgate <R.Redgate@gold.ac.uk>
Irit Rogoff <I.Rogoff@gold.ac.uk>
Marsha Rosengarten
<M.Rosengarten@gold.ac.uk>
Evelyn Ruppert <e.ruppert@gold.ac.uk>
Charlotte Scott <C.Scott@gold.ac.uk>
Sanjay Seth <s.seth@gold.ac.uk>
Cris Shore <C.Shore@gold.ac.uk>
Francis Spufford <f.spufford@gold.ac.uk>
Lauren Stewart <l.stewart@gold.ac.uk>
Atau Tanaka <a.tanaka@gold.ac.uk>
Emma Tarlo <e.tarlo@gold.ac.uk>
Anna Traianou <a.traianou@gold.ac.uk>
Alexander Watson <A.Watson@gold.ac.uk>
Joanna Zylinska <J.Zylinska@gold.ac.uk>

